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1. Introduction
The key role of the coupling between mechanical forces and tissue growth and
remodelling was suggested nearly twenty years ago (Trinkhaus,1984),especiallyin the field of
bone formation and remodelling.Ho wever, itis only recently that a large body of experiments
highlighted the effectsof physicalforces such as tension,compression,gravity or shear stressat
the celllevel(Edwards et al.,1999; Huang and Ingber,1999; Kaspar et al.,2000).Indeed,direct
application of mechanical stresses to cultured cells can induce or modify cell differentiation,
growth and migration as well as gene expression (Fujisawa et al.,1999; W ang et al.,2000;
M eyer et al.,2000). Ho wever, we do not stillfully understand how individual cells perceive
mechanical signals and orchestrate them to produce a particular behaviour, both individually
and collectively,through the control of cooperative phenomena at the cellpopulation or tissue
levels.
In some sense, the “cell challenge” is to sense all kind of signals but to generate a single,
integrated response. A m ong these different cell signalling mechanisms, mechanotransduction,
i.e.the conversion of a mechanical signal into a biologicalor biochemical response, has a kind
of special status (Wang et al., 1993). Indeed, it already relies on the global structural
characteristicsof cellsas opposed to biochemical events which can occur locally,for example
near the cytoplasmic me m brane or within an intracellularorganelle.M echanotransduction is
why the development of theoretical cytomechanical model of the living cell is crucial : it
provides the only way to understand how many simultaneous extracellularmechanical inputs
(adhesion to extracellularmatrix (EC M) proteins,junctions with other cells,… ) combined with
heterogeneous mechanical properties (local softening or hardening of the cytoskeleton) are
integrated with other stimuli to provide a specific physiological or pathological cellular
response (Lelièvreet al.,1996; Janmey, 1998).
W e willbrieflyexplore here some of these theoreticalmodels,with specialemphasis on
the celltensegrityparadigm proposed by D.E. Ingber (1993; 1997). Alternative cytomechanical
models based on a simple elasticor viscoelasticcontinuum or stressed subme mbranous cortex
will also be presented.T wo issues will be presented.The firstdeals mainly with modelling the
architectural properties of the cytoskeleton (CSK) as a physical basis for analysing both the
mechanical properties of cellsand the differentway mechanical forces are transduced to yield
an integrated cell response. The second is more concerned with cellulardynamics and related
morphologicalchanges since CS K remodelling isone of the intracellularfactorcontrollinggene
expression. Both presentations are based on the conviction that modelling how cells
dynamically stabilise and selforganise their structure and shape is essential if we are to
understand how cells sense their physical microenvironement and respond to mechanical
signals through in/out bidirectionalsignalling pathways that connect the plasma me m brane to
the nucleus.
After reviewing the main aspects of both discreteand continuous mechanical models of
cells,this paper ends with some propositions for testing a virtual,integrated cellmodel. These
will be discussed in connection with the concepts, possibilities and limitations offered by
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research programs on computationalcellssuch as VirtualCell and Electroniccell.

2. Discrete m echanical cell m o dels
2.1.Cells as tensegrity structures
Since the eighties,D. E. Ingber and coworkers have promoted and architecturalview of
the living cell and of larger biological entities based on the concept of tensional integrity or
tensegrity,according to which the structure of cells depends on tensile forces for its integrity
(Ingber,1993 ; 1997). As explain by Ingber,thisproposition draws on a close analogy with the
architectural principles developed for the construction of buildings by R. B. Fuller and K.
Snelson, as exemplified by geodesic domes and laterdiscovered as underlying the organization
of viralcapsids.
It seems worth emphazing in this introductory paragraph that the holistic approach
proposed by Ingber has deep conceptual implications.First,itagain drew attention to the need
for unifying principles necessary to interpret the plethora of biological data successfully
collected by a reductionism that cannot explain them on its own. Second, it strengthened the
view of biologicalsystems as nonlinear systems with functions that are more than the sum of
itsparts.
Ho w is a tensegrity system defined? According to Ingber and Jamieson (1985) “ A
tensegrity system is defined as an architectural construction that is comprised of an array of
compressionresistantstrutsthat do not physicallytouch one another but are interconnected by
a continuous series of tension elements”. At the celllevel,the tensegrity framework proposed
by D. E. Ingber isbased on severalinitialassumptions.
The firstassumption is that cell shape is stabilized by an internal mechanically active
structure,the cytoskeleton.This assumption excludes both theoreticalmodels treating the cellas
a viscous fluid surrounded by a me m brane, as well as mechanicalmodels treating the CS K as a
passive structure.Indeed, itis welldocumented thatliving cells(and even nonmuscle cellslike
endothelialor fibroblasts)can generate active tension through an actomyosin filament sliding
mechanism similar to the one used in the contraction of smooth muscles. This is easily
visualised,eitherat the celllevelby the wrinkling of malleable substrataby cells(Dembo et al.,
1996 ; De mbo and W ang, 1999), or at the population level via measurements of isometric
tension or compaction rate of viscoelastic biogels (Kolodney and W ysolmersky, 1992;
Eastwood et al.,1996). This internal contraction capability creates within the cell a prestress
upon which externalmechanicalloads are superimposed. Tensegritycellmodels have thus been
developed by considering elasticand contractileactin microfilaments as tension elements and
microtubules as compressionresistantelements (Wang et al.,2001).
The second assumption is thatforces are not transmitted continuously across the cellbut
rather that transfer of mechanical loads and stresses take place at points where the cell is
anchored to the extracellularmatrix (EC M) and to neighbouring cells.Indeed, the cellanchors
itselfto the EC M by physically binding CS K elements to specific focal adhesion complexes
(FACs) that cluster within localized adhesion sites. Such complexes include not only
transmembrane proteins,mostly integrins,but also a scaffold of actinbinding proteins (talin,
vinculin,  actinin, paxillin,… ) which form a molecular bridge between the CS K and the
intracellularpart of the integrin.Similarly,specificcellcelladhesions molecules (CA M s), like
cadherins, selectins,cathenins, … ) insure the transmembrane coupling of neighbouring cells
CS K at localised junctionalsites(adherens junctions,desmosomes).
Cellular architecture seen in this way defines a mechanical network that provides a
physical support to biochemical signal transduction pathways and that allows mechanical
signals to be propagated from mechanoreceptors on the surface (in the form of cell adhesion
molecules and transmembrane receptors)to targetsdeep within the cell.
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2.2 Q ualitative behaviour of celltensegrity m o dels
So me basic, qualitative properties of cell tensegrity models have been illustrated by
Ingber and coworkers by constructing a physical structure made of multiple wood dowels
interconnected with a seriesof elasticsprings (Ingber,1997). This “cellulartoy” has interesting
properties:ifitis not subjected to an externalforce and ifnot attached to a rigid surface,ithas a
round shape because of the internaltension.Ho wever, itcan spread out and flattenalong a rigid
surface if an external force is applied vertically.M oreover, if the toy is attached to a flexible
surface while in its flattened configuration, and if the external force is then removed, the toy
contracts spontaneously and returns to the round shape characteristic of its rest state, again
because of the presence of internal tension. This relaxation is accompanied by a progressive
wrinkling of the flexiblesubstratum which closely mi micks the formation of wrinkles observed
when living cellsare cultured on malleable substrateslike silicon rubber.
Simulations of tensegrity via the construction of virtual cells may eventually prove
indispensable to understanding how the cellinterpretsitsgenome. In thiscontext,an additional
and particularlyinteresting feature of models of cellulartensegrityis theirabilityto fitnaturally
into a structuralhierarchy. One can then include within such virtualcells smaller intracellular
structures with their own mechanical properties. Of course, the cell nucleus is the first
candidate. The nucleus has its own internal structure, the nuclear matrix, and a body of
experimentalfindings are consistentwith the nucleus being mechanically coupled to the restof
the cell.For example, when a cellspreads on a rigid substratum, itsnucleus extends in parallel,
even if some delay can be observed in migrating cells.The tensegrity model explains how the
nuclei of living cells can respond directly to mechanical stimuli that are applied to specific
surface receptors as those involved in celladhesion.Itthus provides a basis to understand how
extracellularmechanical stimuli can modify gene expression through mechanical deformations
of the nucleus (Maniotiset al.,1997).

2.3.Theoreticalproperties of celltensegrity m o dels.
Different theoreticalstudies have been undertaken to analyse the mechanical properties
of celltensegrity models. A minimal tensegritystructure composed of 6 compressive elements
(bars) and 24 extensible elements (cables) with frictionless joints has been analysed by
Stamenovic et al.(1996).This study was extended by W endling et al.(1999) who investigated
wether such a prestressed geometric structure could account for the stiffening response
observed in living cells.They showed that,under large deformations, the tensegrity structure
exhibitsa nonconstantstiffening response which depends on the loading conditions (extension,
compression or shear).They further demonstrated that,although the Young’s elasticmoduli of
each constitutive element stays constant,the apparent elasticmodulus of the overallstructure,
the apparentelasticmodulus of the overallstructuredoes not stay constant.
They analysed the deformation of the 30element cell tensegrity model governed by the
constitutiveequation :

{ F } = [K] { u }
which relates the vector of external forces {F } to the vector {u} defined by the displacement
(distance between the deformed and the reference state) of each of the 12 nodes through the
rigidity matrix [K ] of the structure (cables and bars are assumed to be linearly elastic with
Young’s modulus E c and E b respectively, with E b>>E c) . The external forces are applied at
three upper nodes of the structure, while the contact of the structure with the inferior plane
occurs through three fixed nodes : this latter condition is chosen to simulate a weak cell
adhesion of a round cellonto a rigidsubstratum.
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At t he unl oaded ( r ef er ence) st at e, me c hani cal equi l i bri um r es ul t s f r om t he bal ance
bet ween pr e-st r et chi ng st r ess i n t he c abl es and i n t he bar s. F or t he di f f er ent l oadi ng c ondi t i ons,
t he t ensegr i t y mo del r es pons e i s anal ysed by c onsi der i ng t he appar ent el ast i ci t y mo d ul i der i ved
f r om t he st r ess-st r ai n r el ati on s hi p. Wi t h r ef er ence t o c ont i nuous mat er i al , appar ent el ast i ci t y
mo d ul us E s and shear modulus G s of the tensegritystructurehave been defined as the derivative
of the polynomial functions fitting the apparent normal and shear stresses to the apparent
normal and shear strainsrespectively.
The nu merical simulations of the tensegrity model response to extension and
compression exhibit a nonlinear mechanical response, characterised by linear relationship
between the apparent elasticity modulus and the apparent strain.The modulus increases with
strainduring extension and is thus associated with a strainhardening behaviour of the structure.
On the contrary, a strainsoftening occurs under compression, with decreasing values of the
elasticitymodulus as strainincreases.This behaviour is qualitativelypreserved when the length
of the elasticelements or theirprestressischanged by severalorders of magnitude.Application
of shear stresses lead to a more complex response, with initialstresssoftening followed by
stresshardening.
This study illustrates how the response of the CS K of the living cell to applied stress
might be a property of an integrated system and not a characteristicof individualcomponents :
even if each component of the tensegrity structure exhibits independently a linear elastic
response with constantelasticmoduli,the integrated response isnonlinearwith apparentelastic
moduli that are straindependent. Such behaviour is related to the reorientation of stresses
which, even applied locally, are spatially distributed through the myriads of interconnected
filaments composing the CS K. Evidence for such stiffening response of cells comes from
several different, biological experiments. M oreover, these experiments provide additional
information on the mechanicalresponse of intracellularcomponents such as the cellnucleus.

2.4. Simulation of virtual cell m o dels : the exam ple of physically based
co m putational m o dels
Despite the virtues of the tensegrity model, it should be noted that it cannot explains
certaindynamic featuresof the CS K such as itsremodelling.W e brieflyreported here a recently
developed computational approach that provides an alternative way for simulating the
mechanical response of virtualobjects modelling living cells(Promayon et al.,2002) and that
could be more extensible. This approach is inspired by the physically based computational
framework proposed for simulating the respiration move ments of the human trunk (Promayon
et al.,1996 ; 1997). Based on algorithms operating within an object oriented program ming
language, thisapproach is able to take into consideration dynamic changes of objectsproperties
and shapes. In this modelling framework, cells are considered as threedimensional elastic
bodies submitted to internalcohesive forces as in the tensegrityapproach. In addition,external
attractive forces (gravity,chemoattraction,… ) are also considered as possible control factors
of the virtualcelldynamical features.
The virtual cell we have constructed within this framework is defined as a 3D
incompressibleobject. From a computationalpoint of view, thisvirtualcellis considered as an
entity with its own properties (elasticity,contractility,…) and history (interactions with other
cells or EC M, … ). To simplify the calculations, a cell is defined by a 3D closed surface
represented by a triangularmesh and itsassociated contour nodes.
Dyna mical cell shape changes occur as a response to various forces (gravity, locally
applied mechanical loads, … ) applied to each node of the mesh. The dynamic of the local cell
response is then determined by the mass initially assigned to each node. Since massspring
networks are known to be ratherunstable systems, cellelasticitypropertieshave been modelled
by defining a localshape me m ory (Promayon et al.,1996). This means thatthe elasticproperty
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of a c el l obj ect i s si mpl y i t s abi l i t y t o r ec over i t s or i gi nal s hape onc e def or med. Thi s pr oper t y i s
mo del l ed by def i ni ng a l ocal s hape c oor di nat e s yst em i n whi c h eac h node of t he st r uct ur e i s
def i ned r el at i vel y t o i t s nei ghbour s by t hr ee par a met er s.
So me appl i cati ons of t hi s physi cal l y bas ed c o mput at i onal appr oac h ar e gi ven bel ow.
Fi r st, as wi t h t ensegr i t y mo del s, t he me c hani cal r es pons e of s peci f i c c el l ar chi t ect ur es c an be
anal ysed. F or exa mpl e, one c an si mul at e t he ef f ect of di f f er ent i nt r acel l ul ar or gani sat i on of t he
CS K whi c h c an mi mi c s peci f i c or i ent ati on of c el l st r ess f i br es. Fi gur e 1 s ho ws t he si mul at ed
i nf l uence of t r ansver se l i nks wi t hi n an el ast i c di scr et e envel ope whe n t he c el l i s s ub mi t t ed t o
uni axi al c o mpr essi on. The c el l 0 i s def i ned as a st ri ct el ast i c di scr et e envel op, wi t h no i nt er nal
l i nks. I n c el l 1, we c onsi der ed a r ei nf or cement of t he c el l ar c hi t ect ur e wi t h hor i zont al el ast i c
cr oss-l i nks mo del l i ng CS K f i br es. Fi nal l y, c el l 2' s ar chi t ect ur e i ncl udes i nt er nal di agonal el ast i c
l i nks c onnect i ng t he api cal and bas al physi cal c el l s ur f aces.

Figure 1 : Influence of the "cytoskeleton" of the virtual on the mechanical response
to verticalload. Three cell types are considered: no "cytoskeleton" (cell0),horizontal
links (cell1),diagonal links (cell2).The firstraw presents the initial3D shape of each
cell prototype. For a given fixed value k
of the elasticity m odulus of each cell
elas
object,the second raw in the figure indicates the equilibrium state which is reached
when a verticalloading force F is applied on the 5 (cell0 and cell1)or 4 (cell2)nodes
c
marked with arrows..

To make a closercomparison with realcells,we considera virtualcelldevoid of internal
elastic links. This provides a model of living cells like human erythrocytes, where the cell
me m brane is entirely responsible for the elastic deformation of the cell,the inner cytoplasm
being only viscous.The relevance of thismodelling approach with regard to realexperiments is
illustrated in figure 2 where optical tweezers experiments of Henon et al. (1999) to deform
nearly sphericalerythrocytes have been simulated. In the experiments,a force F is exerted on
two silicamicrobeads which are stuck to the erythrocyte me m brane in diametricalposition.By
slowly incrementing the distance between the two trapped beads, an increasing stressis applied
to the cellme m brane. To simulate this experiment,a force F has been locally exerted on two
s
opposite nodes of the physical cell me m brane, pulling them apart.The simulation parameters
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ar e t he el ast i ci t y of t he c el l , i . e. k

and t he mo d ul us of F . Fi g Z Z Z s ho ws t hat k
c oul d be
el a
s
el a
appr oxi mat ed t o t hat t he mo del l ed c el l : t he r eal er yt hr ocyt e have t he s a me behavi our .

Figure 2 : Simulated virtualsphericalred blood cell(RB C) suspended in an
hypotonic solution.Opticaltweezers double trap is simulated by exerting locally a
force F on two oppositenodes of the cellobjectcontour (upper insert).The variation
s
with load of the cellobjectdiameter D(F ) in a plane perpendicularto the loading
s
direction is simulated and compared to experimentaldata published by Henon et al.
(1999) With appropriatescaling of the force,one can adjusted the parameter k
elas
such thatthe experimentalmechanicalresponse of R B C can be nicely fittedin the
linearelasticregime. Increasing the elasticitymodulus k
induces a stifferresponse
elas
which qualitativelyreproduces the departure from the linearregime at larger traction
forces.

The microplate experiments of Thou mine et al. (1997 ; 1999 ; 2000) can also be
simulated in a similar fashion (Sauvaget, 2001) (Fig. 3). Experimentally, the adhesion of a
fibroblastis realised between two glass microplates,one of them being slightly flexible.The
mechanical of the cell response to stretching is measured. To qualitatively simulate these
experiments, a cell object was defined as a tworegion object: a virtual plama and nucleus
me m branes, both of them being represented by triangulated surfaces. Each node of the
me m brane is elastically linked to its neighbours as well as to the corresponding node in the
other me m brane. Microplates are modelled by two circular rigid objects attached to the apical
and basal part of the external me m brane, one of them being translated vertically. The
corresponding shape of the virtualcelland nucleus at equilibrium isshown in figure 3 right.
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Figure 3: Simulated stretching of a virtual cell
and its "nucleus" which mi mics microplates
experiments. Left : rest shape of the two
embedded structures. Right : simulated cell and
associated nucleus deformations.

For large amplitude deformations (hyperelastic behaviour), a nonlinear mechanical
response of the virtualcellcould be observed.This property indictaesthat,as observed with the
cellularmodel of tensegrity of Ingber and col , the global mechanical behaviour of this virtual
cellis not the sum of itsindividual component responses.Further developments are needed to
analyse the theoreticalproperties of such a virtual cell,especially with regard to mechanical
properties exhibited by continuous finite elements models. Ho wever, the simulation of the
microplates experiments reported here illustrates the capability of this approach to deal with
multiscale dynamical phenomena. For example, itis also possible to simulate cellpopulation
behaviours such as tissues (figure 4) or cellinteractions during cellmigration (Promayon et al.,
2002)

Figure 4 : Simulated contraction of an elastic substratum by a virtual adherent fibroblast linked to
thisextracellularfilm by localised "focalcontacts"

3. O scillating cellular defor m ations and continuous virtual cell
m o dels
The existence of a mechanical continuum within the cell means that oscillatory
deformations could occur and affect gene expression. W e therefore review some of the
theoretical models proposed for analysing and modelling oscillations in cell shape. Each of
them highlights a particularbiophysical process as the centralmechanism responsible for cell
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s hape c hanges. Ne v er t hel ess, t he c o mmo n t he me i s t hat al l t he i nt er act i ons c onsi der ed ar e
i nt egr at ed i nt o a si ngl e r es ponse, na mel y an os ci l l ati on of c el l ul ar pr ot r usi ons.
I t has been s ho wn f or a l ong t i me t hat l i vi ng c el l s c hange t hei r s hape by ext r udi ng and
r e model l i ng di f f er ent t ypes of me mbr ane pr ot r usi ons. Fi l opodi a ar e f i nger -l i ke pr ot r usi ons of
t he pl as ma me mbr ane whi l e l a mel l i podi a ar e s heet -l i ke pr ot r usi ons ass oci at ed wi t h Fi l a ment ous
act i n ( F-act i n) net wor k . I t was onc e gener al l y bel i eved that the cell me m brane fluctuates
without any particular direction in space and without any particular coherence in time.
Ho wever, recent progress in cellimagery techniques and cellimages analysishas revealed the
organised dynamics of cellprotrusions (Germain et al.,1999).For example,Killich et al.(1994)
have reported the existence of different organize patterns of morphological changes in the
amoebae Dictyostelium discoideum. Ehrengruber et al. (1995) show that neutrophils undergo
periodic cytoskeletalrearrangements that lead to cycles of shape change with period of 810s
that is associated with sinusoidal oscillations of Factin. Different hypotheses have been
proposed to explain the formation of cellularprotrusions.These hypotheses have considerable
implications for our understanding of intracellularsignalling and theoreticalmodels of the types
reviewed here are essentialtoolsin the testing and refining of such hypotheses.

3.1.Cortical Factin solation/gelation m o dels.
In the early eighties, Oster and Perelson (1985) proposed a model of lamellipodial
motion based on the physical chemistry of actomyosin gels.The model consistsof a sheet of
cytogel attached to the substratum by elastic tethers.The rhythmic activity of extending and
retracting lamellipods is assumed to be driven by alternating phases of solation and gelation of
the cortical actomyosin gel respectively. This phase transition is controlled by intracellular
levels of calcium which is stored in intracellularcompartments and which is released into the
cytoplasm; thisrelease is under the controlof mechanisms thatoperate in a complex, nonlinear
(autocatalytic)fashion known as the calciuminduced calcium release mechanism (CICR). In
Oster and Perelson's model, raising levels of free intracellular calcium concentration activate
solation factors which disrupt the Factin gel network. Factors such as gelsolin or severin can
eitherbreak the actin chains themselves or break the crosslinks between the chains or induce a
depolymerisation of the chains. Such breakdown induces the swelling of the gel up to a point
where the swelling pressure isbalanced by elasticresistance of the network.
One important aspect of this nonlinear process is that calcium also triggers the
actomyosin contractilemachinery.There isthus a defined range of calcium concentration where
contraction occurs.In addition to the CICR mechanism quoted above, itis clear,regarding non
linear systems theory, that the cell has all the physical and biochemical ingredients needed to
induce spontaneous selfsustained oscillations above some critical threshold. The trigger is
assumed here to be an initialleak of calcium at the leading edge of the cellme m brane. Leaking
can be induced by the bindings of extracellular factors to me m brane receptors or by a
mechanical stimulus exerted at adhesion site, with associated possibly accompanied by a
modification of ion channels.

3.2.Intercalation of actin m o no m ers : the Bro wnian ratchet mechanism
Peskin et al. (1993) formulated a theory to account for the force generated by the
polymerisation process itself when the filaments are rigid. They proposed that the addition,
below the cellme m brane, of Gactin mono mers at the end of Factin growing filaments could
exploitthe Brownian motion of any diffusing object in the front of the filament.Thus, random
fluctuations of the plasma me m brane would create a free subme m brane space where this
intercalation could take place (Abraham et al.,1999 ; Borisy and Svitkina,2000). This ratchet
mechanism could explain the formation of thin cell protrusions when Factin filaments are
perpendicular to the me m brane surface, but it cannot satisfactorily explain the formation of
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lamellipodia.
M olginer and Oster (1996) extend this model by further assuming that the bending of
the filament tips drives the protrusion formation. This bending mechanism would therefore
provide a mechanical explanation for the appearance of lamellipodia type of protrusions.
M oreover, M olginer and Oster inferred an optimal angle of 96 degrees between to two
branching filaments.

3.3.Alternative to the ratchet m o del.
The pathogen bacterium Listeria monocytogenes uses actin polymerization to propel
itself through the cytoplasm and the me m brane of infected cells (Theriot et al, 1992;
Frischknecht and W ay, 2001). Experimental data show that the cell motility results from
cooperation between the bacterium and the host cytoplasm proteins. The bacterium surface
protein ActB controls the activity of the complex Arp2/3 that initiates actin polymerization
(Welch et al., 1997). Actin dynamics is also controlled by an actin depolymerizing factor
(ADF/cofilin) and capping proteins, which are in the cytoplasm host. The last two factors
maintain a high level of actin mono mers in the cytoplasm to achieve filament growth at the
bacterium surface.In vitrostudiesproved thatmove ment was possiblewith a limited number of
proteins,including Arp2/3,A D F/cofilinand a capping protein (Loiselet al.,1999). Biophysical
investigations demonstrate that the bacterium and its actintailare tightly bound, which rules
out the ratchetmodel approach for thissystem (Gerbal et al.,2000).In addition,the same group
measured the actintailYoung modulus at a value of 103104 Pa, a value 10 times larger than
the cytoplasm rigidity.Using the framework of elasticitytheory, Gerbal et al.(2000) proposed
thatthe mechanical stresses generated at the Listeria cellsurface are relieved at the back of the
bacterium pushing the cell forwards. Their model accounted satisfactorily for the cell speed
(about 0.1 m.s 1) and was extended to explain the hopping motion observed in a Listeria
mutant

3.3.Actin polymerisation,Factin nucleation and reactiondiffusion m o dels
3.3.1.Some experimentaldata
Actin dynamics plays a major role not only in cellmove ment (Condeelis,1993) but also
in celladhesion or neuron plasticity(Colicos et al.,2001; Star et al.,2002). Characterisation of
actin filaments growth proved the importance of the polymerization/depolymerization balance
at the filament ends and the role of proteins in inducing actin polymerization (e.g. Arp2/3),
severing actin filaments (e.g.gelsolin,A D F/cofilin)or protecting the filaments ends by capping
proteins (Pollard et al.,2000). Actin mono mers associate to form filaments with a polarity
(barbed vs.pointed ends). At the barbed end, subunitsassociaterapidly,with a low equilibrium
actin mono mer concentration (

Ceq , B = 0.08µM

).In contrast,the dynamics is much more slower

Ceq , P = 0.5µM

at the pointed end but with a larger equilibrium mono mer concentration (
Carlieret al.,1997).At steadystate,the actinmono mer concentration is:

Ceq =
k+

,

k B+Ceq , B + k P+Ceq , P
k B+ + k P+

k+

B and
P are the association rate of actin mono mers to the barbed (B) or pointed (P)
where
ends. At steadystate,the growth at the barbed end is exactly compensated by the disassembly
at the pointed end, a dynamical state called treadmilling. Ho wever, the predicted treadmilling

k B+ (C eq - C eq , B )= - k P+ (C eq - C eq, P )

steadystateflux (i.e.

) is too slow (0.2s1) to account for the rapid
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t ur nover obs er ved in vivo. This suggests that other cellular factors affect actin dynamics,
including interactions with intracellular proteins (Carlier et al, 1997a, Pollard et al.,2000),
intracellularsignaling (Machesky et al.,1999; M ullins,2000) and move ment generation (Borisy
et al.,2000).

3.3.1.M odels for actin network formation
In marked contrastwith the actin dynamics complexity,models were firstaddressed to
analyse the polymerization and fragmentation of actin filaments alone in vitro (Edelsetein
Keshet et al.,1998; Ermentrout et al.,1998). These models use the classical framework of
kineticdifferentialequations without addressing the question of interactions between filaments
and network formation. In the next step, actin bundle formation was considered including the
kineticapproach (EdelsteinKeshet,1998). This model was developed to account for the length
distribution of actin filaments in a lamellipod (EdelsteinKeshet et al.,2001). Actin filament
orientation was also studied using a Boltzmannlike equation (Geigant et al.,1998). Ho wever,
these models are based on the kinetics of actin polymerization or actin filaments association
without geometricalor mechanical constraints.A recent attempt to address the more complex
question of actin network generation was done by M aly and Borisy (2001) who developed a
model for the actin network formation as a selforganization process.They were able to account
for the preferentialdirection of the actin filament bundle observed in vivo. Finally,one should
mention the analysis of the actin gel formation on bead surface both experimentally and
theoreticallyproviding insightin the actinnetwork regulation in cells(Noireaux et al.,2000).
M odels for spatiotemporal Factin interactions in vivo were developed by LeGuyader
and Hyver (1997), who analysed the oscillatory dynamics of the cortical actomyosin ring of
human lymphoblastsby interpreting itin terms of a reactiondiffusion process.They proposed a
threevariable model that takes into account free and me m branebound Factin as well as
nucleation proteins.By assuming the existence of a nonlinear reaction in which the synthesis
of Factin is autocatalytic,their model generated oscillatory actin waves within a fixed area
corresponding to the cell cortex. This theoretical behaviour is in agreement with the
experimentalwork of Bornens et al.(1989) and more recentwork showing thatthe disruption of
the microtubule network by nocodazole induces corticaloscillations (Pletjushkina et al.,2001).
Bornens et al.(1989) suggested that oscillating concentrations of nucleation proteins between
the two poles of the cellwould indeed create a polymerisation/depolymerisation wave of actin
travelling through the cell. Such behaviour was also reported during the extension of
pseudopods in Dictyostelium discoïdeum (Vicker et al.,2000).

3.5. Protrusive dyna mics due to the m o d ulation
relationships within the actomyosin cytogel.

of

stressstrain

The cytomechanical model of Lewis and M urray (1992) extends the solation/gelation
model by considering the stressstrain relationships within the actomyosin cytogel.The cytogel
is modelled as a viscoelastic continuum submitted to active stress and osmotic pressure. In
addition,the sol/gel transition is controlled by the resulting strain level within the cytogel.At
high strain,the gelation rate is increased, while at low strain,the solation rate increases.The
model dynamics is controlled by the nonlinear stressstrain relationship defining qualitatively
the contractileactomyosin stress.The inhomogeneous spatialsolutions generated by thismodel
have been specificallydiscussed with regard to the patterned formation of microvilliat the cell
surface (Murray,1993).

3.6.Coupling of actindyna mics with cellcortex curvature.
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I n a s er i es of paper s, Al t and c ol . ( 1995; 1999) pr opos ed a mo del l i ng appr oac h i n whi c h
c el l pr ot r usi ons dy na mi cs ar e due t o t he bi ophysi cal pr oper t i es ( vi scoel asti ci t y, c ont r act i l i t y,...)
of t he c or t i cal net wor k of act i n and my os i n f i l ament s under l yi ng t he c el l me mbr ane. Thi s mor e
or l ess dens e net wor k i s abl e ( i ) t o di sassembl e at l ocat i ons wher e i t bec o mes t oo c ondens ed,
( i i ) t o r eassembl e i n c el l pr ot r usi ons l i ke l a mel l i podi a. Thus, c el l pr ot r usi ons mai nl y r es ul t f r om
a me c hani cal bal ance bet ween st r esses act i ng on t he c el l c or t ex ( mec hani cal f or ces gener at ed by
t he act o my osi n c o mpl ex, t ensi on f or ces due t o t he l ocal me mbr ane c ur vat ur e ( Rauc her and
Sheet z, 2000) ) and ass oci at ed F- act i n pol y mer i sat i on/ depol y mer i sat i on i nduc ed by
i nt r acel l ul ar net wor k -f r ee s pac e var i ati on i n eac h mo vi ng pr ot r usi on.
A mi ni mal t hr ee-var i abl e mo del has t her ef or e been devel oped t o des cr i be t he
s pont aneous, s el f -or gani zed, dy na mi cs of c el l def or mat i ons. Thi s mo del has been us ed t o st udy
t he s pat i o-t empor al def or mat i ons of ker at i nocyt es ( Al t et al . , 1995) as wel l t he mor phol ogi cal
c hanges i n L 929 f i br obl ast s ( St ephanou et al . , 2002a, Fi g. 5) . The mo del t akes i nt o ac c ount ( i )
t he dy na mi c s of F- act i n pol y mer i sat i on/ depol y mer i sat i on i n t he c el l c or t ex, ( i i ) t he c ont r act i l e
act i vi t y gener at ed by t he act i n/ my osi n i nt er act i ons, (i i i ) t he F- act i n c onvect i on. The l ocal
a mo unt of F- act i n al so det er mi nes t he i nt ensi t y of t he r esi sti ve st r ess appl i ed on t he me mbr ane
as t he r esul t of CS K- c el l c or t ex at t achment s. Thi s r esi sti ve st r ess pl us t he st r ess i nduced by t he
c el l c or t ex l ocal c ur vat ur e i s ass umed t o bal ance t he i nt r acel l ul ar hy dr ost at i cpr essur e.
The anal ysi s of t he mor phol ogi cal c hanges of adher ent c el l s i s at l east a t wodi mensi onal f r ee-boundar y pr obl em. Ho we v er , a si mpl er one-di mensi onal pr obl e m c an be
c onsi der ed by ass umi ng t hat t he F- act i n densi t y as wel l as i t s c onvect i ve t angent i al vel oci t y i s
c onst ant i n t he r adi al di r ect i on. I n a c yl i ndr i cal c oor di nat e s yst em ( r, ), t he r e mai ni ng var i abl es
i n t he c yt o mec hani cal mo del ar e t hus: ( i ) t he F- act i n c onc ent r ati on i n t he c or t ex a( , t ), ( i i ) t he
F- act i n t angent i al vel oci t y v( , t ), ( i i i ) t he c el l me mbr ane posi t i on or t he wi dt h of c el l c or t ex
annul us L( , t ) me as ur ed f r om an vi r t ual c el l body del i mi t ed by an i nner ci r cl e wi t h r adi us R 0,
with L( ,t)<< R 0 (Altand Tranquillo,1995).
The spatiotemporal evolution of these three variables is given by a system of three partial
differentialequations which define respectively:
variations of cortical Factin concentrations, where the net rate
 of actin
polymerisation/depolymerisation depends on the local value of Factin concentration
relativelyto the chemical equilibrium value a*.

∂(L.a) + ¶(L.a.v) = h.L.(a*- a)
¶t
¶q
the balance of forces applied on the cellcortex in the radialdirection.The model takes into
account a viscous friction of the cellprotruding over the rigid substratum, with coefficient
1,

the intracellular hydrostatic pressure

controlled by the elasticity coefficient

1,

the resistive elastic stress of the cell CS K

1and

a curvaturedependent stress due

surface tension of the cellcortex modulated by the coefficient

to the

1.

¶
¶L
a.f 1¶L
¶t = b1 - g1.L.a + ¶q (t 1.a.¶q )
the balance of forces in the tangentialdirection.It includes the frictionaldrag of the actin
cortex moving in the viscous cytosol,with magnitude controlled by the drag coefficient
a viscous stress with viscosity coefficient
with coefficient

0.

0,

and the me m brane curvature induced stress
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¶ m0.a.¶v + s 0(a,asat ) - ¶ t 0.a.¶L
a.f 0.v = ¶q
[
¶q
¶q (
¶q )]
In addition, the contractilestress of the actomyosin network is modelled by the non
linear function

0

(a( ,t),asat). T wo mechanical states can be distinguished according to the

value of the network Factin concentration a( ,t)).At low concentration values (a( ,t)< asat ),
the contractilestress increases,while above the saturation threshold asat, the contractilestress
decreases exponentiallyas a consequence of the network swelling.The nonlinear function

0

(a( ,t),asat) proposed by Alt and Tranquillo(1995) isthe following:

σ 0(a,asat) = y 0. a 2. exp(- a/asat)
where the coefficient


controlsthe magnitude of the contractilestress.

The existence and propertiesof protruding and retracting cellme m brane protrusions are
related to oscillatory solutions of the cytomechanical model. This theoretical analysis is
performed in a standard way by looking for criticalvalues of the model's parameters above
which small random perturbations are amplified (Hopf bifurcation) until a coherent spatio
temporal pattern emerges with typical unstable modes or wave length (Fig. 5). As it may be
expected intuitively,high values of the cell cortex surface tension reduce the number of cell
protrusions whilst high values for the contractile efficiency of the actomyosin network
contractilityincrease the number of oscillatory cellprotrusions by favouring the destabilisation
of higher unstable modes (Fig. 5 right).In an extension of this model by Stephanou et al.
(2002b),the influence of extracellularfactorson protrusivitydynamics and cellmigration have
been analysed.

Figure 5 : Simulated evolution with time ts of the length L(, ts) of the cellprotrusion along the cell
periphery for different unstable spatial m odes m. Left : m ode m =2 corresponding to a single
protrusion with apparent travelling m otion around the cell body. Right : mode m =4 simulating
oscillatory changes of cell shape with two protrusions alternatively occurring along to perpendicular
directions.
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4. A rtificial tensegrity
Another approach to studying the coupling between mechanical forces and cytoskeletal
dynamics is to construct an in silico system in which populations of artificialcellscontaining
different proteins with cytoskeletal properties are subjected to selection for resistance to
hydrostatic pressure. By allowing mutations to alter the properties of the proteins and by
selecting the surviving cells,itmight be expected thatone or more types of CS K would evolve.
In essence, the idea is to explore the parameters underlying the formation of tensegrity
structuresby feeding artificialcellsand selecting for those thatevolve the best structures.In our
project,the initialcell consists of a lipid me m brane in the form of a monolayer and several
types of proteins,the me m brane isunder pressure and me m brane unitscan diffuse.
T wo cases are explored:
1.
The cell does not grow but there is either turnover of cellular constituents or
migration of the entirecell.
2.
The cellgrows. The cellisfed by the random insertion of proteinsand lipids.
The following rulesare applied:
1.
Turgor pressure resultsfrom the difference in concentration of molecules between
the outside and the inside of the cell.
2.
A cell is maintained untilit lyses where lysing is defined as having a breach in
me m brane integritythatcannot be repaired within a certainperiod.
3.
T wo cellsare compared and the one retained is eitherthe one thatlaststhe longer
or the one thatmaintains the higher turgor pressure or the one thatcan migrate.
4.
M utations are made by introducing new types of proteins.
5.
Co mponents that are used are less likely to be discarded than those that are not
used (use isdefined as forming partof a structureunder tension or compression)
Co mponents include:
M e m brane proteinsthatrespond to curvature and to which other proteinscan bind
Proteinsthatcause filaments to branch
Proteinsthatcrosslink filaments
Lipids of two types (cone and inverted cone) thatform a monolayer.
Calcium (in the form of a gradientthatishigher outside the cell)
Variables include:
Binding affinities that may depend on the tension in the system or on activation by
another protein (equivalentof posttranslationalmodification)
Proteases
M echanicalaspects:
Turgor is calculated from the density of molecules within the cell.Individual molecules
produce more turgor than those that are in the form of polymers or aggregates (molecules with
no free spaces around them generate no turgor).This turgor then acts at the me m brane. The
me m brane can deform by move ment of lipidsnormal to itsplane.
At this stage, artificial tensegrity is simply a gedanken or thought experiment
Nevertheless, several testable predictions can be made. Firstly,large cells should have less
problem with turgor pressure than small cells.Secondly,calcium should have an importantrole
in strengthening the CS K to resistlysis(hence a small leak is selfrepairing).Thirdly,cellsthat
do not grow or move have a CS K parallelto the me m brane whilstthose thatcan grow or move
have one that is perpendicular. Fourthly, there should be a reserve pool of lipids and
cytoskeletalcomponents near the me m brane in readiness for incorporation in the me m brane in
time of need.
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5. Discussion
This brief presentation underlines the advantage and limitations of continuous versus
discrete modelling approaches to cell behaviour. Continuous models can account for a large
variety of cellulardynamics including the protrusive activitywhich is coupled to modifications
of continuous mechanical properties such as me m brane tension, cell cortex viscoelasticity or
mechanical stresses developed by the Factin network..Ho wever, a more refined description of
CS K organisation, including the orientation of filaments or the formation of stress fibres, is
hardly compatible with a continuous formulation, although recent models bridge the gap
between mesoscopic mechanicalpropertiesof the actincortex and a description at the molecular
level(Maly et al,2001).M odels for celldynamics,including lamelipod formation,modification
of the cell architecture or cell adhesion to a substrate should incorporate actin dynamics to
allow cell reshaping and motility in response to extracellular signals. Conversely, discrete
tensegritymodels seem to provide a more adequate description of the cellas a physicalobject,
as evidenced by the larger number of criticisms encountered by these models compared to
others.
Indeed, the tensegrity paradigm is stilla matter of active controversy, as illustrated by
recent papers (Ingber et al.,2000; W ang et al.,2001).For D. E. Ingber,the intransigence of the
remaining criticsseem to “ … largely resultfrom an overly strictdefinition of what tensegrityis
and how itcan be applied” (Ingber et al.,2000). As quoted above, the tensegrity model states
that: (i) cells and tissues exhibit integrated mechanical behaviour through use of specific
structural principles,namely the discontinuouscompression / continuoustension construction
submitted to a preexisting tension or prestress (Pourati et al.,1998), and (ii)the cell has an
elastic subme mbranous skeleton with its associated lipid bilayer which can be linked to the
internalCS K depending on type of celladhesion.
Can we propose experiments to discriminate between the models? It seems worth
reporting here the different interpretations of similar experiments such as the induction of cell
deformation through a direct manipulation of transmembrane receptors.According to Ingber
and col.,application of mechanical stresses to integrins using surfacebound micropipettespre
coated with fibronectin induces CS K reorganisation,nucleus elongation along the tension lines
as well as reorganisation within nucleoli,i.e.deep inside the nucleus (Maniotiset al.,1997).On
the other hand, and as expected, such a reorganisation was not observed when similar
mechanical stresses were applied to me m brane receptors which are only linked to the
subme mbranous FactinCS K.
Opposite conclusions were drawn by Heideman and col. (1999; in Ingber et al.,2000)
based on the application of similar mechanical stresses to integrin me m brane receptors with
glass needles treated with laminin, an EC M adhesion protein.Formation of an actin spot was
observed on the cytoplasmic side of the me m brane, inducing a locally high deformation of the
me m brane rather than a global change in cell shape. Heideman and colleagues thus conclude
that the elasticcorticalCS K is not connected to the internalmicrotubule cytoskelton,which is
in complete disagreement with the fundamentaltenetof tensegrity.
Analysing the argument in detailis beyond the scope of this paper. M aybe we should
simply mention that Ingber’s reply is that experiments showing a lack of action at a distance
when pulling on the cellvia integrinsbefore focaladhesion formation are not valid as proofs of
the failure of the tensegrity model. It is certainly clear that the tensegrity paradigm highly
stimulates both theoreticaland experimental work, including the development of new physical
methods of quantification. For example, this has led to experiments to determine the
significance of the compression of microtubules compression for cellmechanics.Ingber (Ingber
et al.,2000) reported that microtubules counterbalanced approximately onethird of the total
cellularprestress within a cell whose activation has been stimulated by histamine, a chemical
constrictor,whilstnoting thatcellattachment to a rigid substratum would decrease thisprestress
level. Prestress within the cell can be estimated from microbeads displacement when
deformable polyacrylamide gels containing small fluorescent microbeads are used as cell
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culture substratum, but looking for other quantification methods is the subject of current
investigations.
From a theoreticalpoint of view, a clear advantage of the tensegritymodel paradigm is
to provide an alternative view to cell engineering models that would only describe cell
mechanical behaviour by ad hoc “data fitting” models, based for example on combination of
rheological elements. Trough the cell tensegrity model, more specific questions can be
addressed regarding specificcellbehaviours such as strainhardening or CS K stiffness(Volokh
et al.,2000; W endling et al.,2000), or the process of mechanotransduction. In the lattercase,
tensegritybased predictions can be compared to theoreticalpredictions inferred from other cell
models like the percolation model of Shafriret al.(2000).This possibilityof exploring various
mechanistichypotheses is a realadvantage of the tensegritymodel when compared to other cell
simulation models such as Electronic Cell (http://ecell.org/) or Virtual cell () where
cytomechanical parameters are absent from the theoreticalframework. That said, the dynamic
remodelling of the cellis not yet taken into account in the currenttensegritymodel. This is one
of the requirements for future modelling work in which the integration of mechanical and
biochemical properties may provide an appropriate framework to simulate cells in a way that
may ultimately enable a betterinterpretationof genomic data..

_________________________
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